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Introduction
In a previous note [10] the author has defined a class of CPT-complexes such 
that if iT is such a complex, then there is a CW-complex which is a subspace
of the loops in K, and such that the injection map induces an isomorphism of
the homotopy groups of co{K) and S2{K).
In this paper, we consider firstly CTF-complexes which have free monoid struc­
ture. Secondly if L is such a complex we construct from L a new CPF-complex K  
such that L=co(K)y and such that K  is obtained by an identification d: L x I ^ K .  
Each point x of defines a standard loop d: {x) X and is regarded
as the subset of i2(K). As a standard path in K, we mean a linear part of a 
standard loop 'm K. We define a complex Kq) of standard paths which start in 
a subcomplex K q of K  and end at the base point o^-
Our fundamental theorem is stated as follows (§ 4) :
T h e o r e m . ni(o)(K, Kq)) Kq) for  all i.
The application of our theory to the homotopy theory is based on the fact that 
for any simply connected space X  there exists a complex K  on which we may define 
{K)  and there exists a map / ;  K - > X  such that /  induces isomorphisms of homo- 
Jpy groups.
One purpose of the paper is to prove the following connectedness theorem for 
(;^  + l)-a d  homotopy groups (§6). Let X be a CPF-complex and let F, 
be subcomplexes of X  such that Y i r ^ Y j = Y  for and Y ^ ^ Y  ^=  X. Se!
Xi =  X - ( Y i - Y ) .  Let g  be a class of abelian groups which satisfies the condition 
(I ) , (IIb ) and (III) of [9].
T h e o r e m . I f  Y is simply connected, {Yi ,  Y) are 2-connected and Hp(Yi,  Y)  ^ Q 
fo r  p < i q i ^ \ .  Then np(X\  Xi,---,X^) € Q for p < Q  = H q i  and 7Tq, i^(X; Xi,---,Xn) is 
Q-isomorphic to the direct sum of {n — l ) \  copies of  Hg^+XY^, F ) ® • • • ® ^ g ^ + i ( ^)-
I. Preliminaries.
Denote by I^ the unit w-cube and by I^ its boundary:
r = { { x , r - ^  , x ^ ) e r \ j i x i ( i - x i ) = 0 } .
According to J. H. C. Whitehead [12] K is a CTF-complex; if K is a closure 
finite cell complex, i. e., iT is a Hausdorff space which is the union of disjoint open
cells with characteristic maps el such that is a homeomor-
phism onto e'^  and de'^ =cpf^ (J^ ') is contained in the union of a finite number of cells 
whose dimensionalities do not exceed n — l\ and if K  has the weak topology, i.e., a 
subset X d K  is closed provided Xr^e is closed for each cell eCZK. A subcomplex of 
a CTF-complex is also a CW-complex. We list here some properties of CT^ ’-complex 
from [12] :
(1.1) A map / :  K-^X  is continuous provided f\Kr^e is continuous for each cell 
eCK,
(I. 2) If Xe.K  is compact, then X  meets only a finite number of cells.
(1.3) Let / :  K-^L be a map of a CT7-complex K  onto a closure finite complex L 
which has the identification topology determined by /  and if /(^) meets only a finite 
number of cells of L for each eCK, then L is a CPF-complex.
(I. 4) If iT is a CTF’-complex and L is a locally finite complex, then the topological 
product K xL  is a CTF-complex by the natural cell-decomposition.
(1.5) Let K  and L be C PF-complexes. Then a map / :  K-^L is a homotopy equiv­
alence if and only if /  induces isomorphisms of the homotopy groups.
Hereafter we consider that to each CW-complex characteristic maps of the cells 
are given and fixed.
Let K  and L be CTF-complexes. Consider the topological product K xL  which 
is a closure finite complex, a cell of KxL  is the product e^xe'^ of cells e'^C.K and 
e^ C-L and the characteristic map of e^xe^ is given by y) = 0^(3^ ))
for the characteristic maps (pa and of el and e"^ , We do not know whether the com­
plex K xL  has the weak topology or not. Hence we change the topology of K xL  
to the weak topology and let KXj^L be the resulting CW-complex. The natural 
map KXtoL->K xL  is a homeomorphism on finite subcomplexes.
Let K  and Kq be a CW-complex and a subcomplex. Let H^{K, i^ o) = S  Hp(^K, Kq) 
be the (cubical) singular homology groups, then K^~^) is a free module
generated by the classes of the characteristic maps (pot '• ^^ *) —> (^S, e^'S) 
C(i^^, We denote by the same symbol the class of (p^ . Set H^(^K^,
= Cn(K) and Cn(K) = C(K)y then C(K) is a chain group with the boundary 
homomorphisms C n ( K ) Cn-i(K) defined by the composition j^od : Hn(K^y K^"'^) 
->Hn-^(K^-^) -^ Hn-^ (K^ -^^ \ K^-^). As is well known
(1. 6) Hn{K)^Hn(C(K)) = Kemel ^JImage and K,)^Hn(C(K)-C(K ,)).
A cellular map / :  (K, Kq) (L, Lq) induces chain homomorphisms : C(K, Kq) 
= C(K) — <J(Kq) -> C(L, Lq) = C(L) — C(Lq) and induces the homomorphism
U : H^(K ,Kq)-^H^(L, Lo).
Consider the natural map / :  Kx^L-^Kx L. Since a singular chain covers only
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a finite number of cells in KxL  (iiCx«;L), /  induces isomorphisms f^ : H^^Ky^wL) 
diViA wL') ^  C^Kx L). Thegeneratorsof C(KXujL) are chains
e^Xe'f, the classes of (pa,^ y and the correspondence e'^(^e'^-^e^xe^ induces an isomor­
phism : C (K )^C (L ) ^  C(KXu^L). Wehave that d(ie2xe' '^) = de'^xe^+( —i y  e^x Oe .^ 
Thechaingroup C{K')®C{_L) is refered to as the tensor product of C(i^) and C(L). 
Then we have the formula of Kunneth [4], [2]: H^(C(K) (g) C(L)) S  H/(C(i^))
® HXC(L))+ S  H,(C(K)')*Hj(C(L)).
Let 6  be a class of abelian group which satisfies the axioms (I) and (IIb) of 
[9], then we have that
(I. 6) Let Cci), ••• , Cco be chain groups such that LT (^Cco)  ^6 for i =
and let Q = S^?- Then ® ®  Cc^) € © for p<CQ and Hq(Cci)®  ••• ® Cc^)
is (g-isomorphic to Hg^ (Cd-)') ® ^Hq^(Ccn).
Let he disjoint ;^ -cubes, let be the union of and let be its bound­
ary. Then the cross-products induces isomorphisms LT^(X) ®  (X]^ S ”) ^  LT^+^
X ITy X  X S'") and the diagram
LT^(X) S " ) ^ H , . . ( X x 2 ]-, X x S " )
(1.7) I  (/xO* 
H ,(y )® H .(S ^ a - )« / / ^ ^ ,(F x l ,-  Fxi]-)
is commutative, where / :  Y is a map and i is the identity on This is a
special case of the Kunneth’s formula and a simple proof was given in a remark of 
[11, p. 213].
Next we recall the following Hurewicz theorem:
(1.8) Let X  and F be a space and a subspace. If Hp(X, F )=  O for p<^n and if 
(Z, Y) is ;^-simple, then 7t,(X, Y )^H ^(X , F).
For the proof see [5]. If X  is arcwise connected, then U^(X) —>H^(X) is onto. 
Therefore we have that
(1. 8)' if TT^(X)=O for 0 < p < n ,  then Hp(X)=O for O CpC n.
Let @ be a class of abelian groups which satisfies (I), (IIb) and ^IH), then from [9],
(I. 9) If X  and Y are simply connected, (X, Y) is 2-connec1ed and if Hp(X, Y)  ^Q 
for p<Cn, then np(X, F) 6 6  for p<Cn and 7t„(X, F) is g-isomorphic to H^(X, F).
Suppose I hat in the following homomorphisms between two exact sequences {G^ } 
and {H J:
GnA-2  ^C„+1 --  ^Gyi --> Gn-\ '  ^Gn-2
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fn-^ 2 fn+i fn f n - fn ~
 ^-^ n+1 2
the commutativity holds. Then we have that (cf. £4])
(1. 10) a) if /„+1 and are onto and if then /„ is onto; b) if /^+2
is onto and if /„+1, fn-i and /^ -2  are isomorphisms, then is an isomorphism.
2. Filf-complexes and complexes of standard paths.
i )  FM-complexes: An FM-complex is a CPF-complex L having a free monoid 
structure. More precisely, an FM-complex L has a multiplication (product) y~) 
'->x-y which satisfies the following conditions (2. 1) 1-(2. 1)5.
(2. 1)1 /(^, = defines a continuous map / :  LXj^L-^L.
(2.1)2 The 0-section U  constitutes of a single point which acts as the unit 
element: x-Cq^ Gq-x^ x for all x^L,
(2. 1)3 {x-y)-z=x-{y^z^ (denoted by 2:).
We denote A*B= {a-h\a^  A, b^B) for two subsets A and B of L.
(2.1)4 The product of 2-cells and is also a cell whose characteristic map
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(p^ : ^ is given by (psCt, u) -(pzCu)^ where <pi and 02 are characteristic
maps of and e"*.
(2. 1)5 There are no relations but (2. 1)2 and (2. 1)3 in the product.
By a primitive point x we mean a point which is not decomposable, i.e., x^y-z 
implies X^y or x=z. If x=y'ziox X^ y ^  and z^e^, then from (2. 1)4 we have 
that r=m + n and that f\e^xe  ^ is a homeomorphism onth Therefore
if a point of a cell a is primitive, then the other points of (J are also primitive, and 
the cell (7 is said to be primitive. Then any cell e^  of a positive dimention ;z>0 is 
the product of a finite number of primitive cells ai of prositive dimention such 
that By (2.1)5 the expression cxr has to be unique.
Therefore L is a free monoid whose generators are the primitive points.
Let Lq be an FM-complex. Consider maps and a C!^-complex
U=LQ+^e^°^ which is obtained from Lq attaching the cells e"^  ^ by the maps
(2. 2) There exists an FM-complex L which contains Lq as a submonoid and U  as 
a subcomplex such that the primitive cells of L are the those of Lq and e^<^.
In fact, we consider a free monoid L generated by the primitive points of Lq and 
the points of Then the products of the primitive cells of Lq and e^  ^ form a
decomposition of L, and L becomes FM-complex if we give the topology on each 
closure of a cell by (2.1)4 and next take the weak topology on the whole of L. This 
process is possible since L is a closure finite complex.
The product / :  LXu;L~^L induces the chain homomorphism C(L) 0 C(L) 
-^C(L). We write as c-c' ^c'') for c, c' € C(L). By a primitive chain a we
mean the class of the characteristic map of a primitive cell a.
Proposition (2. 3) The chain group C(L) of a FM-complex L is a graded free 
ring (Pontrjagin ring) generated by the primitive chains. The boundary operator is 
an anti-derivation, i.e. =  for and
C M -
The proof is immediate.
i i ) Complexes of  standard loops. Here we shall construct a CTF-complex K  
such that a subspace of its loops space is an FM-complex L. We shall refer to L 
as the complex of the standard loops in K, and TC as a complex which admits standard 
paths.
L e m m a  (2.4). Let L he an FM-complex, then there exists a real valued func­
tion P of  L such that p^x-y) =  p{x) +p{y~), x, y^  L and such that .o(:r)>0 fo r  x^e^.
We define p presisely as follows: Let L{n) be a subcomplex whose cells are the 
products of primitive cells of dimension '^n. Since L(O) = > we set ;o (0  = 0 and p 
is defined on L(O). Suppose that p is defined on L(/z —I). Let a a be a primitive 
n-ce\l and let (pa'- be its characteristic map, then p is defined on da  ^ since
L”“^CL(;z —I). For a point x of we denote by [:r, f] the point which divides 
X and the center (i ,^ ••• , J) of in the ratio t \  1 — t. We set p(0£»[^, i ]^) = (I —O 
+tn  for each a, then p is extended over L(n)  by the linearity pix-y)  
=  p{x ) -vp^y). From (2 .1)i - (2.1)5 and (1.1) p is single valued and continuous. 
Then p is defined by induction on n.
This function p is defined uniquely since we fixed the characteristic maps for 
each CPF-complex.
Let K = B ( L )  be a space which is defined from the product complex L x /  by an 
identification d: L x I - ^ B ( L ) = K  such that
d ( e o ,  t )  =  d ( e o ,  0) =  ^ o ^ TC,
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(2. 5)
d(x-y, t) =
t - X
1 - ^
where x, y  e L, x-y^^e^ and X= •
We see that d ( L x  I)  =  Cq  and d(e-e ' x l )  =  d { e x l ) ^  d( e ' x l ) .  Therefore B(L)  is 
the union of the disjoint sets d ( a x ( I —t ) )  for the primitive cells a. Since there is 
no relation on a ^ x ( I —t )  if dimension n'^0, d \ a ^ x ( I —t )  is a homeomorphism. 
Denote the image d(a^x ( I —t ) )  by Ea^ and define a characteristic map (p': / ”+^  
Ea^ by (p'(Xi, ••• , x^^i)=d(4)(xi, ^«+1) where 0 is the characteristic map of
a^ . Then B(L) =  eQ-^^Ea becomes a closure finite cell complex. Since d(ai -“ ar)
CZUEai, the identification d: L x I - ^ B ( L )  satisfies the condition of (1.3), and hence 
K = B ( L )  is a CFF-complex.
We write L =  o)(K) ; this means that L is an FM-complex such that K= B (L ) .
We say that a CPT-complex K admits standard paths if there exists an Z^M-complex 
L such that K=B(L).
For each point x of co(K), we define a standard loop (/, /)-> (iT, o^) by the 
formula Ix^t^^d^x, t), t ^  I. Then the correspondence Ix defines a 1-1 continuous 
map i: Cjo(K) where S2(K) denotes the space of loops in K  based at Cq.
Hence Co(K) is regarded as the subset of S2(K) changing its topology from weak 
topology, and it is called the complex of standard loops in K.
Define a suspension homomorphism E: C^(ct>(K)) ^ by setting E(c) 
^d^(c®i-^), where i^  is the class of the identity of (/, /)  on itself. Then we have 
that
(2. 6) E is a chain homomorphism. E maps C(o)(K)) — {e^ ) onto C (K )- {e^ } and 
its kernel is generated by the decomposable elements.
In the case that the union of the primitive cells forms a subcomplex of 
L, K=B(L) is a suspension of Lq and d shrinks LqX/^^oX/ to a single point e^ . 
Then L becomes the reduced product space of Lq in the sense of [6].
i i i ) Complexes of standard paths. Let L = Co(K) be an FM-complex. Define a 
space o)(K, K ) from co(K)xI be the identification d\ co(K)x I->co(K, K ) such that
d(e„t) = d(eo,0) = eoeco(K,K) ,
^2-7) .
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dix-y,t) = d [ y , j ^ ]  if l < t < l ,
where x, y^(o{K), x-y^e^ and p^x^y) '
Since d has no relations on x (0), J] <w(K) x (O) is a homeomorphism onto
a subset of co(K,K). We imbed (£>(K) into co(K, K) by identifying each x ^ co(K) 
to d(x, 0) ^ cjo(K, K). The product in co(K) is extended to the product
(2. 8) o)(K, K) X U^ co(K) --> co(K, K)
by setting d(x,t)-y = d i^ x*y, ' • Denote A 'B= {x-y]x ^  A, y  ^B} for
AC(o(K,K) and BCo)(K), then A^eQ=A,e^>B=B and A> (B>B^) = (A-B) • B\
Define a projection
(2. 9) P : co(K, K) ---> K
by the formula p(d(x, t)) = d(x, t), then p(z-x)=p(z) for z^o)(K ,K) and x^co(K). 
Hence if y = d(x,t) for a primitive point x ^ co(K) then p^^(y) = d'(x, t )-co(K), Let 
tr be a primitive cell and denote by Do the image d((7X ( I— I)) . Since the identifi­
cation d has no retation on a x ( I—t), d maps a x ( I- t )  homeomorphically onto Dcy.
(2.10) The product defines a homeomorphism of Daxco(K) onto a subset Dd-o){K) 
of o)(^ K, K). o)(iK, K) is the union of the disjoint subset Da-co(K) overall primitive 
cells (j. (DBq = eo).
Proof. First we prove that the product in defines a homeomorphism of
(JXO)(K) onto (J-O)(K). Since o)(K) is free this correspondence is one to one. Then 
it is sufficient to prove that (jXe and (j-e are homeomorphic, and this follows from
(2. 1)4 since (JXe and (j-e both have the identification topology given by their charac­
teristic maps. Let and let / :  (a-o)(K))x(I—t ) —>(j-o)(K)xI(Zo)(K)xIhe2i 
map defined by f(x-y, /)= {x-y, > ^hen /  is a homeomorphism onto a subset 
M  of o)(K)xI. The map is a homeomorphism of M  onto D(J-O)(K) since 
d is one to one and has no relation on M. Since d\ a X ( I— t)  is a homeomor­
phism onto D(jy D(JXo)(K) is homeomorphic to ((J-O)(K)) x ( I—I), to 'M and to 
D(J-O)(K), and this homeomorphism is given by the product (2.8). The second part 
of (2. 10) is easily verified.
By (2.10), co(K, K) is a closure finite cell complex consisting of the cells D(j-6y e
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C.o)(K) ] primitive. Since d((j^..... (^k^ I^)C. U D(Ji-(Ji+i...... (^ kyd satisfies the con-
1=1
dition of (1.3). Therefore we have that
(2. 11) o)(K, K ) is a CW^-complex.
Let K' be a subcomplex of K  Then p~‘^(K^) is a subcomplex of o)(Ky K) 
which consists of cells Dcf-e where eC(o(K) and is a primitive cell such that 
EaClK'. We denote this complex by o)(K, K'). Obviously o)(K, K ') '0)(K)C.o)(K, K').
To each point d(x,t) of o)(K, K'), x ^  (K), t £ I, we associate a standard path 
IxCt^ ' I-^K  which is defined by lxc_t^ (u) = d(x,t^-u—tu), Let / :  o)(K, K') X I K  be 
the map given hy f(d(xyt),u) = d(x,t+u—tu), then /  is continuous. Therefore the 
correspondence d(x, t) -> defines a continuous map
i : o)(K, K') --> S (^K, K') ,
where ^(K, K ') denotes the space of paths in K  which start in K' and end at the 
point €q. The map i maps o)(K, K') one to one continuously onto a subset of 
2 (Ky K'). We remark that the map i is homeomorphism on compact subsets of 
o)(Ky K') but not always homeomorphic on the whole of o)(K, K').
The product of (2. 8) defines a chain homomorphism: C(o)(K, K')) <^C(o)(K)) 
C(o)(K, K ')), and we denote the image of c(^c' by c-c\ Next we define a 
homomorphism
D: C^(O)(K)) — > C^^,(o)(K, K ))
by D(c^) = d^(c^^i^), then p^^D(c)-^E(c) for the projection p of (2.9). Immediate 
calculation shows that
(2. 12) a)
b) dCDcn = D(dc^) + (- ir+ ^c^,
Define homotopy Tt \ (o{K, K ) K )  by (n/)(w ) =/(if+w(l —0 ), then we 
have that
(2.13) o)(K, K) is contractible to o^-
3. Some lemmas
In this §, K  and Kq means always a CTF-complex which admits standard paths 
and a subcomplex. We shall use the notations of the previous §.
Since (o{K) and J2(^ K) are both iZ-spaces [8], co(^ K) and i2(i^) are simple for 
all dimensions.
Let V; j2(i '^, Ko) X i^ (Z T )j? (if, i^ o) be a map which is given by
'A2t) 0 < t < i ,
W^here / :  (/, ( 0) ,  ( I ) ) (/T, i^o, g '  (^, ^ ) - ^  (^>  ^o) ^nd t ^ L  Define a path 
P ( f . g . s ) :  I - ^ K  for f e o ) ( K ,K , ) , g e o ) ( K )  and s ^ I h y
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P^f,g.sXt)==
H i )  
4 H )
where As^ ^^P(g)  ^ xhen we have a continuous map 
^PU 'g)
(3.1) P : co(if, iTo) X e.co(K) X I -- > (if, Ko)
such that P{f, g, O) = /"-^ , F(/, l )= / '^ ^  and P(^o, o^, -^) = Oo­
lemma (3.2) Let i: co(K, Kq) S2(K, Kq) be the natural map, then the follow­
ing two conditions are equivalent:
a) i^ : Ko)) Ko)) for all n ,
h~) i^ : 7T,(a;(K, Ko)) ^ 7r,(i2(K, Ko)) all n .
Proof, Let be the mapping cylinder of /. We represent the points of by 
(jr, 0 , ^€o)(K, Ko), ^6 /  and by y^Q{K,Ko) with the relation : r = (^ l )  and I(^ x) 
= (:r, 0). Since K ' = K j = ^ o, i^ o) = 7To(i2(K, Ko)) =0, i.e. i^(K, Ko) is arcwise-
connected. Since co{Ky K^) has only a vertex eoy(o(K,Ko) is arcwise connected. 
Then the conditions a) and b) are equivalent to the following conditions aO and bO 
respectively:
aO i^n(i2^ w(K, Ko)) = O for all n > 0  , 
bO w(K, Ko)) = 0 for all n > 0 .
Now we shall prove the following two assertions:
(3 .3 ) 7Ti(i?^a;(iT,iTo)) =  0,
(3. 4) tzX cd^ K, Ko)) operates trivially on 7r^(i2', o)(K, K q) )  .
Then Lemma (3.2 ) is proved immediately from (1.8).
Proof of (3 .3 ) Since Tii(Ko) = O and Tiz(K) K q) is onto.
Then TTg (K , Kq) is generated by the classes of characteristic maps of 2-cells in K —Kq, 
which are the suspension of the classes of characteristic maps of 1-cells in o)(K). 
Therefore tt, ( o) ( K ) )  - 7Ti(j^(K, Ko))=nz(K, K^) is onto, and ttXoj(K, Ko)) 
->7Ti(i2(K, Ko)) is onto, that is, o)(K, K q) )  = 0.
Proof of  (3 .4 ) Since o)(K, Kq) — o)(K) has at least 2-dimension, Tr^(O)(K)) 
-^K i ( cjo(K, Ko)) is onto. Therefore it is saficient to prove that
(3. 4Y for € Tii(O)(K)) and 7^ ^(i2^  o)(K, Ko)) .
Let a  : (/, / )  ( o ) ( K ) ,  e^) and b : ( I ^  ; / ""“ O ( ^ ' ,  ^ ( K ,  K q) ,  €q)  be repre­
sentatives of O^and respectively, where 7^“ ^ = (O)C/"* and /""^ =  / ' ' - Int. 
/” "\ Denote by [^ x, t~\ a point of /  ^ which divides a point x of /” and the center 
( i , - - - , i )  of /^ in the ratio — Define a homotopy bs'. (/"",/'*“ \ /^“ 0 
( i 2^  0 ) ( K ,  K q) ,  Cq)  by
b s ( l x , t j ) = \  , ,  .
for 0 < 5 < 1  and by
b s = d x ,  f ] )=  I P„(n(6([x, O])), 2-30 ’
for 1 < 5< 2, where r t ; Q' is a retraction of Q' onto S2(K, K q) given by rt(x,u) 
(x, ( l  — t )u ) ,  and Pq( Z m) : I - > K ( f  ^  ^ (K , K q) )  is a path defined by
Po(Au)Ct)=^
Then b = bo and 62 represent the same element Next define a homotopy 
hs: s e l ,  by
h s ( . L x , q ) =  I P (6 ([x ,0 ]),«(5 ),3 ;-1 ) y < ^ < f ,
\ L O 5 J / 0
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Then we have that =  ^ 2- In the other words, the homotopy hs shows that the
class of is /3“^ . Therefore (3 .3 )' is proved. Consequently Lemma (3.2 ) is 
established.
Let (pa' be the characteristic map of a primitive ;z-cell of co^ Kq). Let
^ ] l i < / < l } ,  and denote by the subset F ” ) X 7 0  of and
let be the union of for all alC.o){Ko). E^ ~^^  are (w +  l)-cubes disjoint
from each other. Denote by the boundary of 2"*^^
Define a homotopy Ts of Da  ^ on itself by
rs{.d{(pci(Lx, G ) ,  ^ ) )  =
t-2 u
[4>.(lx, O ] ) ,
2 t-v s ~ r
) ,o)  U < ^ ,  0< « < ! ^
' W 5+1
^ < u < ^
4m+ 5 —1\ 1—5 
25+2 2 — —
d ^ < U ,  3+^
X, t, s e l, X e l " .  Then is the identity and maps the interior of onto DaS- 
rs fixes the points of daS- 
Define homotopies
■- S ”+ 'X W(K) 
S ”+ 'xJ2 (K )
w (K , K 8 « ) ,  
Q(.K, Kg«) ,
by <j>six, y) =  (TsX)'y  and <j>s'(.x, y') =  (,rsX)'^ y' ior ye coiK), y 'e Q iK )  and 
Denote 0 =  and then ^ ( I ] ”+ 'x  w (K ))C w (K , K g ) and Q (K ))
C Q i K , K t ) -
P r o po sit io n  (3 .5 ) Themaps 0 and 0' induce isomorphisms of relative homology 
groups and the diagram
W (K ) , S«+^x W (K ) )^H^iw(K, Kg+0 , < K ,  K g ))
H^iYT^^yQiK), S«+'xi2(K))«H*(^(K,Kg^i), QiK, Kt))
is commutative, where the vertical hom.om.orphisms are induced by the natural maps.
Proof. The commutativity follows from the homotopy (3 .1 ). By (2.10), 
0 maps X ^ (K ) homeomorphically onto (d{K, — co{K, K q) . Hence
(j)^  is an isomorphism.
Let i?(K, K q) K o be the projection, then S2(K, KV'^) =  p ^ ^ and Q{K, K f )  
=  ^ “ ^(Ko). P maps homeomorphically onto a subset of K q^ ^—K q and we
denote this subset by and its bundary by Let X  be the closure of
K T ^ —^y''^. Consider the diagram
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, P^KKt))
i* '
, P^\X))
where j  and /  are injections. From the homotopy 0/, we have that the diagram is 
commutative. Now we shall prove that the homomorphisms j^ , and are
isomorphisms, then <j>^' is an isomorphism.
As is easily seen Kq is 2l deformation retract of X, therefore p~^(iKt) is a defor­
mation retract of by the covering homotopy theorem. Then 
^ “X ^o))=0  and this implies that is the isomorphism. Let = 
and Then is the composition of two injection homo­
morphisms p-\wr^)) and 
p-\Wr^))->H^ip-\Kt^), p-\X)). The two pairs 
i V )  and W r^) have the same homotopy type, then (p^KT^r^), p-\tir^)) 
and have the same homotopy type by the covering homotopy. 
Thus is the isomorphism. Since Int. ^ "X ^ )U In t. J 2^  is 
the excision isomorphism. Therefore is an isomorphism.
The map 6^/  is a homotopy equivalence. In fact, define a map <j) : 
i!> (i]r^))- (S "^ ‘ xi2(if), 2]'’"''xi2(if)) and homotopies Qsi ( a ”«xfi(K-),
!!"+'Xfi(Zf)) and Rs\ (/- 'XSr^),
-> (Z--XEr), ^ - X iT ') )  by
0 < t < i ,( /(1 - 2 0  ,
M  = 4 > u m =  l / ( 2; - i ) ,
Qs{x,g)^{x,Qs\g)), QsXgXO^
1X1-20 ,
IX it-3s+I) , 
At-3s\
g
RsCfXt) =
/ ( 1 - 2 0 ,
A-Ssl ’ 
0 < t<
o < < < | .
4: —  —
/(4/-35+1) ,
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where I and I' are standard paths in such that p{l) = p ( f )  and p(l'^ = x.
Then = = and Qi and Ri are identities. Therefore (j)Q is a homotopy
equivalence and is an isomorphism. Conseuuently Proposition (3. 5) is proved. 
From (1.7) and Proposition (3.5), we have the following lemma:
Lemma (3.6) If \ HpCcoiK)) ^  Hp(S^iK)) for p< N , then Hp(co{K, K^), 
co(^ K, K ^-^))^ HpiJQiK, K^), i2(i^, Kff-')) for p<N+m.
4. The fundamental theorem.
Let K  be a complex which admits standard paths, and let K q be a subcomplex 
of K. Then the fundamental theorem of our theory is stated as fo llows:
T h eo r e m  (4 .1 ) T he natural map \ o){K, K q ) ^{K,  Kq) induces isomorphisms
i^: TTpico^ K, Kq) ) ^ kp{S^(K,Kq) )  , p > 0  ,
To a map / : t ^ ) Kq), Cq), we associate a m ap/: (/^‘^ \/^,/^) 
- ^ (K ,K q,Cq) given by , Xp+^ ) = xp))(xp+i). Then we have the
isomorphism : np{o){K, Kq) )  ^np^^i{K, K q) which is induced by the correspondence 
In the same way we have homomorphism Q: np{o){K, K q) ) -> np+i{K, K q), 
then combining the isomorphisms and i^ we have that
Theorem  (4 .1 )" Q : TZpicD^ K, Ko)) ^7t^4-i(K, Kq) .
By (3.2) the theorem (4.1) is equivalent to the following proposition :
P r o po sit io n  (4 .2 ) i^: Hp{co{K, Kq)) ^  Hp(S^(K, Kq)), p > 0 .
First we shall prove (4.2) in the case Kq =  Cq, that is,
(4.3) Hpico(K)) ^ Hp(I]( K ) )  , p > 0 .
Proof, Denote Hp(o)(K, K ^ )  =  , Hp (co (K ,Kn, co(K, K^-^ ))=H ^ '^~\  Hp 
(Q ( K , K ^ )= 'H ^ ,  and Hp(Q(K, K ^ ,  Q(K, K ^ -^ ))  =  'H f ’ ~^^ , Since co(K) and 
S2(K) are both arcwise connected, (4.3) is true if p =  0, Nowsuppose that (4 .3 ) is 
true for p<in. Then from (2>. )^, i^ \^ for p<C.n +  m, Applying
(1.10), a) and b) to the following diagram
H^^T^ ---- > ^  — > HfxT'^ ---- -> H^-^ ■— > H ^ ---- > HT^-^
/1+2  J^n A -I ^ J ^ n + i  n+1 >
we have that
(4 .4 )^  if i^ \ is onto and if i^ \ H ^ H ^  is an isomorphism, that 
i^ : is onto for m > 3  and %: is an isomorphism for m ^2.
If m > p ,  then np^,(K, K^)=Up(Q(K, K ^ ) )  =  0, and by (1.8)^ Hp{Q(K, K ^ ) )  
=  O for m > ^ > 0 .  By (2.13), Hp(co(K, K ) )  =  0 for j^?>0. Since the dimension of 
the cells of co (K ,K )-co (K ,K ^ )  are at least m +  1, Hp(w (K ,K ), co(K, K ^ ) )  =  0 for 
m'>p. Hence Hp(co(K, K"^)) =  0 for m > ^ > 0 .  Then the hypothesis of (4 .4 )^  is 
true for m > /2  +  l. Applying (4 .4 )^ for m =  ;^  +  2, ;z +  l , ••• , 3, 2, we have that 
: H l^ ^ H l  is an isomorphism. Since K'  ^=  eQ, this means that (4 .3 ) is true for 
p = n. Therefore (4 .3 ) is proved by the induction on p.
Proof of (4:. 2) Denote Hp(o)(K, K ^ ) )  =  G?, Hp(o)(K, K^), co(K, Kg*~0) =
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Hp{Q{K, K ’” ) )= 'G ^ ,  and Hp(Q(K, K'S), Q(.K, We shall prove that
(4 .5 )^  h : Gr ioT&Wp.
By (4 .3 ), (4. 5) O is true. Then, by (3.6), GjT 'G^ for all p and m. 
Now suppose that (4 .5 )^_i is true. Applying the five lemma (1.10), b) to the 
diagram
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'G r
we have that (4. 5)^ is true. Therefore (4. 5)^ is true for all m.
We may consider that Hp(o)(K, Kq) )  and Hp{Q(K, K q) )  are limit groups of [Gp) 
and {'Gp) respectively since any compact subsets of TiQ) and o)(K, Kq)
are in Q(K, K ’q)=P~'^(K'q) and co^ K, K'q) respectively for sufficiently large m. Then
(4.5 ) implies (4.2 ).
For the application of our theory to homotopy problems the following theorem is 
useful.
T h eo r e m  (4 .6 ) Let X  be a simply connected space. Then there is a CW- 
complex K  which admits standard paths, and there is a map / : K -> X  such that 
U :  TTp(K)^Kp(X), p > 0 .
Proof. We shall construct a CW-complex K (n )  which admits standard paths 
and a map fn'. K (n ) - ^ X  such that K (n )D K (n —l) , fn \ K (n —l)= fn -- i  and that 
fn^'- K p (K (n ) ) -> Kp(X)  is onto for r= n  and isomorphic for p<Cn. Set K(O) =  ^ o and 
take /o arbitary. Nowsupposethat K(n )  and/„ are constructed for n^m .  Consider 
the generators Coj of the kernel of f^^: k^ (K (m ) ) K^n(X). By (4 .1 )' there exist 
maps gci: t^ -^ o ) (K (m ))  which represent Let be the generators of 7t^+i(X).
Attaching cells C  by the maps and e"^  by the trivial maps t^->eQ, we have a 
CTF-complex c o ( K ( m ) ) e^. According to (2.2 ) we construct an FM -  
complex L  whose primitive cells are those of o)(K(m)), e'Z and e .^ Define K(m +1)  
=  B (L ),  then K(m-\-l) =  K ( m )+ ^  Ee'^+'S Ee^, and Ee^ and Ee'  ^ are attached by 
representatives of Ca and the trivial maps respectively. Since fm^(Ca) = 0, the
map f^\dEe^ S is extendable over Ee^ S. Next extend over Ee' y^ which is (m + 1 )-
sphere, such that E eJ -^X  represents Then we obtain an extension /m+i*
K (m + 1 ) -^ X  of /^. As is easily seen that Kp(K(m)) ^Kp(K(m-\-l)) for p<im, hence 
TTp(K(m^-l))c=:^Kp(X) for p <im. The injection homomorphism Km(K(m)) 
-^K fn (K (m +l))  is onto and its kernel is generated by Ca- Therefore 
TTnt(K(m+l)) -^Kjn(X) is an isomorphism. Since represent the generators
of 7t^+i(X), fm+i^: 7^m+i(K(^^'^)) -^'^m-hi(X) is onto. By the induction on n,K (n )  
and are constructed. We set K = ^ K (n )  and define / : K -> X  by f\K(n)=ff^, 
Then /  satisfies the condition of (4.6),
C oro lla ry  (4. 7) Any simply connected CW-complex is homotopy equivalent to 
a CW-complex which admits standard paths, (by (I. 5))
Theorem (4.8) Let XDX q be simply connected spaces. Then there exist a 
CW-complex K which admits standard paths, its subcomplex Kq and a map f :  (K, Kq) 
-^(X .X q) such that f^ : Tip(^ K) Tip(X), tcp(Kq) ^ tzp(Xq) and 7Tp(K, Kq) ^7tp(X, Xq),
Proof. Firstconstruct Kq and /o(=/lK"o): Kq-> Xq as (4.6). Nextset K(O)-Kq 
in the proof of (4.6), then we obtain K  and / :  (K, Kq) (X, Xq) sueh that 
/>[<: TTp(K) ^ TTp(X). Thentheproofof Tip(K, Kq) ^TVp(X, Xq) is a simple application 
of the five lemma.
5. A filtration.
The notations in §2  will be used in this §.
Denote by Ccr^ (co(K, Kq)) the subgroup of C(o)(K, Kq)) whieh is generated by
the produets ......ar and ......Or-i for primitive elements C(o)(K))
and Ok C(O)(Kq)) of positive dimensions. Note that Cir^(o)(K))^CQr-^(co(K, e<^ ) and 
C(O)KiT,/To)) Next define C^ ^\o){K, Kq)) by C^ ^\co{K, Kq)) = J] C U < K , Kq)),
then gives a filtration of C(co(K, Kq)) :
(5.1) C^^Koj(K, Kq))DC^^^^\o)(K, Kq)) ,
C^ ^\co(K, Kq))-C^^\co(K, Kq) = C^ ^^ ^\co(K, Kq)) , 
and dC^ ^\co(K, Kq))CC^^\o)(K, Kq)) .
Proof. The first two formulas are obvious. Sinee eaeh 1-eell a of o)(K, Kq) is 
primitive and forms a eirele with the vertex 6q, d(j = 0. Henee dC^^ (^co(K, Kq)) 
CC(co(K, KQ))-{eQ} = C^ ^\oj(K, Kq)). Now suppose that then dC^ ^^
= = = Therefore the last
formula is proved by the induction on r.
Define the boundary operator on Ccn that of the difference chain group 
Then from (2.3) and (2.12) we have a chain isomorphism ( r > 0 )  :
(r-l)-fold
(5. 2) Cc ,^(co(K, Kq)) ® C c v ( ^ ) )  ®  ®  Cc^,(co(K)) ^  Ccn(co(K, Kq))
given by ......Cr-i. By (2.6) we have a chain isomorphism
(suspension) E: Cci^(co(K)) ^  C (K )- {cq}, and we have that
(5.3) H p(C cM K )) , CcM K q) ) ) ^ H p^,(K, Kq) , p > 0 .
We see that Cci (^(o(K, Kq)) = Cqi^ (o)(Kq, Kq)) + (Cci^ (o)(K ))-C qi^ (co(Kq)) and 
Cci-)(o)(Kq, Kq)) is closed under the boundary operator of Cci^ (co(K, Kq)). The formula
b) of (2.12) shows that Cci^ (co(Kq, Kq)) is chain equivalent to 0. Then we have 
easily that
(5.4) the injection Cci^((o(K)) — Cci^ ((o(Kq) ) C ci^(K, Kq)) is chain equivalence
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and the inverse is given by the projection of Ccd(<^ (-K, i^o)) onto its direct factor 
Ca,(co(K))-Ca)(o;(iro)).
As a corollary we have that 
(5. 4)' H p iC a ,«K , K.J)) ^ K , )  for p > Q .
Let M, be subcomplexes of K  such that = M  for i ^ j  and
Let iTi, ••• ,Kn be subcomplexes of K  given by Ki = K-(^Mi-M), 
Let @ be a class of abelian groups which satisfies the conditions (I) 
and ( IIb ) of [9].
Lemma (5. 6) I f  Hp(K, Ki) 6 (§ for p<^qi^rl and if  Hgi+i(K, Ki) is Q-isomor- 
phic to a group Gi. Then Hp(Ccn(o)(K, K J ) , S  Ccr}(^(K,, = 0 for r<Cn,
I - I
and for r'>n  and p C ^Q ^r-n, where Q = The group HQ(Ccn^(co(K, Kn)),
n - i
^  Ccn-)(( (^Ki, Kir-^Kn))) is Q-isomorpMc to the direct sum of (n—I)! copies of
Gi ®  ®Gn •
Proof. By (5.2), Ccn(o){K, K ^ ))- 'fl Cir^((o{Ki, Kir^Ky,)) is chain isomorphic
to Ca,(o)(K, K n ) ) ® lC ,M K ) ) J - ^ - ^ '  {C,,, (c{Ki, Ki ^  K^)) ®  [Ca) « K i) ) J- ^ ) ,
i = l
where [A]* indicates the Wold tensor product A ® "'(S)A- Since M„—M=Ki
— (iKii-xK„)=K—K„, i = l, ■■ ,n-1, the injections CcDCiWJ-Cco(M)->Q d (iw(K;, if; 
r\K„')') and Ccd(M„) —C c o ( M ) Ccd(<»(/C,/T„)) are chain equivalences by (5.4), 
and their inverse are the projections to the factor Cco(M„) —Cco(M). Then we have 
that the injection of (Cco(M J-Ccn(M)) ® ([C(O(O)(K))^-I-S [Qo(Co(Zfi))^-O 
into (Q o «^C , /f«))®[Ceo(«(if))]’'- ')- S  (Ceo(«(/f.-, ®[Cco(<«(^;))7-0 
is a chain equivalence.
For the simplicity we denote that Cqi^ (Co(M)) = Bq, Cci-)(o)(Mi)) —Cci^ (co(M)) = Bi 
for i = l, ••• ,n, then Cci^(co(K)) = ^  Bi, Cci^(co(Ki))=Yl B j, OBqCBq and OBiCBQ^Bi. 
Then the assertion of (5. 6) is reworded to that
(5.6)^ Hp(Bn®(LI] BjJ-^- I]  [2] BjY^^)J=O i^ l
satisfies the assertion of (5.6).
Applying the Kunnth’s formula (1. 6), (5.6)^ is rewritten as
(5.6)^^ If H q(B q) = O, Hp(Bi) e e  for l < i < n - l  and p < q i and if H^i(Bi) is Q- 
isomorphic to a group Gi. Then Hp(([_'^ BjY~^— SCS BjY'^^) = 0 for r<in, and
for r~>n and p<^Q'+r—m, where Q'^Q — Qn- The group H q ( ^
n - 1
— S CS Bj~Y^ )^ is ©“isomorphic to the sum of (n—l)\ copies of Gi®-"®Gn-i-
Proof of (5.6)^^ A factor B i , ® - - ® B ir^ , of CS B jJ ~ ^  is in S CS B jJ ~ ^
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if and only if the set {/i, ••• , ir-i) of indices is contained in one of {0, I, ••• , n—l  ^n)
— {i} for / = 1, I. Hence a factor is in [ 2
— 2  CS BjY~^ if and only if ••• Jr-i) contains {I, •• ,n—1),
n n- i
In the case r<in, we have obviously [ 2  [ S  = Therefore
(5. 6) '^ is proved for r<^n.
Let r'>n. Since Hp(Bi)^Q  for p < C l ,  / = 0, I , 1 ,  we have easily from 
(I. 6) that
(5.7) a) if contains {I, I}, then Hp(^Bh® ®Bir-d  ^© for 
p<iQ ' -\-r-n\ b) if {/i, ••• , =  {I, 1}, then Hp(^Bh® ®Bir-i) is Q- 
isomorphic to
Now we can arrange the factors B ii® '"^B ir- i in an order such that if 
{Dk\ '"} is such an ordered set of {B ^® ® B ir- i}  then ODkdYlDi.
icjlc
Denote Ek= D i ,  then are chain subgroups, and 2  [ 2  BjY^^
i^ Tc J=I jdpi
for sufficiently large k. Consider an exact sequence Hp(^Ek) Hp(Ek4-i) Hp(Ek4-i, Ek') 
=  H p (Dk ) -  By (5.7), a) H p ( D k ) ^ G  for p < C Q '  +  r - n ,  Hence H p ( E k ) ^ Q  implies 
Hp{Ek+-d^& for p<iQ'^rr—n. By induction on k, we have that Hp(Ek)^Q  for 
p < iQ '^ r—n and for all k, and (5.6)^  ^ is proved for the case r~>n and p<^Q'^-r—n. 
In the case r=n, ••• for some {/i, ••• , =  {I, 1}. Then
dDkC.Dk- Therefore Hq {Eq^ -i-^ \ ) = 2  Hq(Dk) and it is @-isomorphic to the sum of
fc
(m-1)! copies of Gi(g)---®G„-i, by (5.7), b).
Consequently (5. 6)" and hence (5. 6) is proved.
Lemma (5.8) From the hypothesis of (5.6) we have that Hp{o)(K, K„), 
i j  (o(Ki, Kir.Kn')) e Q for p<_Q and Hq(u){K,K^, (j (O^Ki, K i^Kn)) is Q-
j = l  W = I
isomorphic to the direct sum of («—I) ! copies of Gi®---0G„.
Proof Denote K„))-'E , KiC\K„)) and Cc_n^CcA<K, K„))
— S  Ci:r:,(p{.Ki, Ki^K„')'), then C(r) = C‘'’’^  — Since the chains of C(a>(^ K,
*='
— C '^'^(w(/r, if„)) have at least dimension r, Hp{o)(K, K„), ^  co(Ki, Kir^Kn))
i=l
= Consider the exact sequence: Hp(Ccn) ^Hp(C<^’'\ C^’'+'^ )
-^Hp(C^ ^\ C ’^-^)^Hp-,(C^’-\ C ’^'^^^)^Hp^,iQr,'). If r< n , Hp(Ccn)
= O by (5.6) and then Hp(C^ '>\ ^ Hp(C^ "\ C^-''^ '). Hence Hp(C^ '>\ C^” )^
^Hp(C^^\C^^^) = 0. Therefore Hp(C,„,) ^ Hp(C^ ^\ . If r> n , by (5.6)
H p(C ,n )^e  for p < Q  + l, then Hp(C^ ^\ and Hp(C^ ^\ are (§-isomorphic
for p< Q . Hence Hp(C^ '>^ ) ^ Hp(C^ "\ is (g-isomorphic to Hp(C^'‘\
^ H p(Cq„{) for pfCQ. Then (5.8) follows from (5.6).
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6. Connectedness theorem for (w+l)-ad homotopy ^oups.
Let {X\ Xi, ••• , Xw, :To) be (;^  + l)-ad and let UpiX; Xi, ••• , X^) be the homotopy 
group of the (;^  + l)-ad [I].
We consider the group np(X; Xi, ■■ , X„) as the set of the homotopy classes of 
maps / :  (/; , I l "''. 7«“ )^ (X; Xi,---, X„, x )^, where ={(xi,---,Xp) elp\Xi
= 0} and / r ' = Z^-Int (U / ? ' ') .
For a map (7 ^  7 r ^ /S=D -  (^(X, Z„) ; S^(Xi, X i^ X „ ) ,- , i2(X„-i, 
Xn^I X J ,  O , define a map IJJ,/ ? ) - ( Z ; X , ; C o )  by
^g(xi,--- ,Xp+i)=g(,Xi,--- ,x„-i,x„+i,--- ,xp+i^cxn), where fo(I) = Xo. Then the cor- 
respondance g<->Qg defined the isomorphism
(6. 1) Q-. TtpiQiX, XJ  ; QiXu Xir^XJ, QiX„-i, X„-ir^XJ} [
^np^iiX ; Xi, X J .
We introduce here some elementary properties of the homotopy groups of 
(;^  + l)-ad (cf. [1, 1]).
(6. 2) 7Tp(X; Xi, , Xn) ^7Vp(X; X^Tcd , ••• , X^ ?cn)) for a permutation (J of {I,
(6.3) 7T (^X; X i,- ..,X J^7T^(X ; X i,- ,X ,_ i)  if X ._ iD X ..
(6. 4) The following sequence of homomorphisms is exact:
---- > i(X ; X i,.- .,X J  — > 7T^ (Xi; X i^ X , ,.. . ,  X i^ X J
---> 7T (^X; X^, . . . ,X J  --> 7T^ (X; X i,. .- ,X J  --> ....
A map / :  (X ; X i, ... , X ^)-> ( F; Yn) defines the induced homomorphism
/^ :  7T (^X; X i,...,X J->7 t^(F ; Fi, , T J.
(6.5) The induced homomorphisms commute with the exact sequences (6.4) of 
(X ; X i ,- . ,X J  and (F ; Fi, , F J .
Let be a CW-complex and let K^, ■ - ,K^ be subcomplexes such that / T i ^
3 6q a vertex. Denote by I(n) the set of indices {I,. ... ,n}. For each subset J  of 
/ (^ ) , we associate the subcomplex Kj=-Kj^ ^ • *• o where {ji, , j r ]  =J- Denote 
dKj=^ U K/, M=KiCn^ and Mi-Kicn^-u}.
Then the connectedness theorem for (;^  + l)-ad homotopy groups is stated as 
follows :
Theorem (6.6)^ Assume that K= TTq(M) = TTi(M) = 7To(M^ ) =7ri(M,*)
= 0, 7T2(^ Mj, M ) = 0 and Hp{Mi, M) e Q for p < q i , i=^l, , n. Let Q = ^ q i .  Then 
TTp^ K; i^i, ... , iT )^  ^@ for p < Q  and ng^^^K; K^,--,Kn) is Q-isomorphic to the 
direct sum of {n — l)\ copies of M) M).
Here Q indicates a class of abelian groups which satisfies the conditions (I), 
(IIb ) and (III) of [9]. Forageneralcombinatorial (/2 + l)-ad, we have the following :
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Theorem (6. 7)„ Assume that tzq{Kj ) , dKj~) and Hp^Kj, dKj)
£ Q for P Q  ninimum of the sums qJ^^— ^^js
r\Js = (S> {,empty set). Then rtp^K; K^, ••• ,K J  e 6 for p ^ Q .
First we show that
Lemma (6. 8) (6. 6)„ and (6.7)^ for rc^n imply (6.7)^.
Proof. Let {Jk] ^=1, •••,2^} be an ordered set of the indices J(ZKn) such that 
Ji^K n ), Ji+^  = I{n) — {i) for i = l , "-,n  and that JkdJk implies k'>k'. Set K{k)
= J lK j j ,  then K{k) is a subcomplex of and K{k)-K{k-l) = Kjk-dKjk. (6. 6)^
J<^
means that (6.7)^ is true if K=K(n + l), or that (6.7)^ is true for {K(n + 1) ; 
Ki^K(;^ + l) , ••• , K^^K{n + l)). Now suppose that (6.7)^ is true for an (n+l)-ad 
(K (^- I); K r^\K(ik—l) , ,  K^r\K{k—l)), k'>n-\-2. Let J = { j i , ' "  ,jr] be a subset 
of I{7i) such that K{k) — K{k—l) = K j—dKj. By (6.4) we have the exact sequence: 
np{K{k^l) ; K ,r^K (k- l) , , K^ r. K (k- l)) ^np(K(k) ; K,r^K{k) , ■ , i^ ,^ i^ (^ )) 
->Tip{K{k) ; K{k-1), K, ^  K{k) , -  , Kn O K{k)). Since K{k) ^  Ki = K(^k-I) for 
i^ I{ n )—J, we have from (6. 2) and (6.3) that np{K(k) \ K(k—1), K^r^K(k), , 
K^_r,K(k)) ^TipiK(U) ; K{k-1), K j , r ^ K ( k ) , , Kjrr^K(k)). Since k > n+ l, r< n - 2  
and r+l<C^n, we can apply (6. 7)^ +^i to the group np(K(k) ; K{k—1), Kj^r^K(k), ••• , 
Kjrr^K(k)), and we shall prove that
(6. 9) np(K(k) ; K(k-l), Kj,r,K(k), , Kjrn.K(k)) e Q for p < Q  .
Then TLp(Kik-I) ; K, ^  K(k-1), ••• , K^ r^  K (k- l)) 6 © implies 7Tp(K(k) ; 
K^r^K(k), ••• ,K^r\K(k))  ^Q for p<Q . By induction on k > n  + 2, (6.7)^ is verified 
and (6. 8) is proved.
Proof of (6.9) Set K(k) = L, K(k-1) = L, and Kjir^K(k)=Lu, for /- I, ••• ,r. 
The conditions TTq(La) =TIi (La) =Tiz(LA, OLa) = 0, A C l(r+ l), are easily verified. Let 
Py^  be an integer such that Hp(La , OLa) 6 Q for P ^ P a - If ^ ^ / ( r + 1) — {I}, then 
La—O^ La=K j - dKj and hence Pa=Qj - If A ^ I( r + l)  — {I}, then La-OLa = ^  and 
^^=oo. Consider subsets A ^ , ,As of /(r+1) such that Air\'" r^^s = ^ , then there
is at least one Ai which does not contain I. If A i^ /(r+ 1) — {1}, then pAi~\---f-pAs= oo.
Now we suppose that 3 I for l ^ i ^ t  and Af = /(r+ 1) — {1} for t< ^ i^ s , (t<^s). 
Denote by Bi a subset {/^1^+1 € (I(r+1) ~Ai)} of I(n), i ^ t ,  then La^-OLa  ^ is the 
union of Kjk—dKjk such that Jkr^Bi = ^  and r> ^ . Therefore ^^^>M in. 
iQJk' Jkr^Bi = (I)) and pA^^'-+pA,>yiin. (Qj , '+ +Qj / + (s-t)qj: Ji^r^Bi = (i>). Since 
A r ,- r .A = { l} ,  ,jr}= J  and J ^ ' ^ J / r . J= ^  if J/r,B i = <i>. 
From the hypothesis of (6.7)^, pA^-^---'rpAs^Q, and we have (6.9) from (6.' )^r+i-
Proof of (6. 6)^ By (6. 8), it is sufficient to prove that (6.7)^, r<^n implies 
(6. 6)^. According to (4.8), we construct CTF-complex M', M/, ••• , which admit 
standard paths and maps /^: Mi'—>Mi such that M /^M /= M ^  and fi\M'=fj\M
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for and that fi^ \ Up(Mi) and np(M') ^np(M ). By (2. 2) we see that
the union admits standard paths. Define a map./: K'->K by f\M/=fi
and set K/ = K^— CMZ-M'). Since the complexes are simply connected, the isomor­
phisms of homotopy groups provide isomorphisms of homology groups ; H^(M') 
^  H^(M) and H^(M{) ^  H^(Mi), and hence f^ \ ^  H^(Kj). Then /  induces
isomorphisms : npCK'j) ^np(K j). Applying (6.5) and the five lemma, we have 
that /  induces isomorphisms TCp^ K'\ Ki,"-,K^')^npCK; K^,- Therefore
we may assume that K^=K, i.e., K  admits standard paths.
By (4.2), h : K J )  ^ K , ) )  and
Kir^KJ ) .  As is easily seen that K J  and ^{K^, K i^^KJ are simply 
connected. Repeating the above discussion on the map / :  K ' K  for the injection 
i : co(K, Kn) —>i2(iT, Kn)y we have isomorphisms Kp(O)CK, K J  ; ^(K^, Kir^K^, ••• , 
aj(Kn^„Kn-,r^KJ)^np(S2(K, K J  ; S2(K,, K, r. K J K-. r ^KJ ) .  Com- 
bining (6. 1) to this isomorphisms, we have isomorphisms 7Tp+i(K; Ki, - ,K J  
^np(O)CK, K J ;  oj(K,, K, K J , , oj(Kn-i, K^ -  ^r. K J ) .  Set L = oj(K ,KJ and 
Li = o)(Ki, Kii-^KJ for /--I, •••, n—1. We apply (6. l)n-i to an n-did (dL ; A , •••, L^-i). 
The simply connectedness of Lj and L is easily verified. By (5.8), Hp(Lj,dLj) = 0 
for p< i^  and Tiz(LjydLj) = O, this is a special case of (6. 6)2. Applying (5.8) to 
Lj=oj(Kj, K jr^K J, we have that Hp(L j,dL j)eQ  for p ^ (  2  Qi)+Qn—'^- If
 ^ ^GJCW-D-J
r^Js=  ^0 ( s > l ) ,  Jk C l(n - l) , k = l , - ‘ ,s, then I] (( 2] ^fe)+^«-l) 
^  ( 2  f^e) + s(qn—l) Therefore we have from (6. 7)^_i that np(dL ; Li, ••• , L^-i)
6 Q for ^<CQ + 1. From the exact sequence (6.4) for an (;^  + l)-ad (L ; OL, L^, , 
Ln-i)y we have that Up(L', Lj, ••• , L^ -^i) is @-isomorphic to up(L \ 6'L, Li ••• , 
Ln-^ for p<C^ Q-v\. Since LiCZOL, i = l , " ' , n —l, we have from (6. 2) and (6.3) 
that 7t^(L; dL, L ^ , , L^-i) ^up(L  \ dL). Consequently TZp^ i(K\ K^ , "  ,K J
n - \
^7tp(L; Li, ’--,Ln-i) is (5-isomorphic to np(L\ dL) =np(o)(K, K J , yj o)(Ki, Kir-^KJ) 
for /?<Q + 1. By (1.9) and (5.8), 7Tp(L, dL) is ©-isomorphic to Hp(L, dL) for 
^<CQ + 1. Then (6. 6)^ follows from (5.8).
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